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Drawn from the many books, writings, and
interviews by Richard Rohr, one of the most
popular spiritual writers today, this collections
introduces many of the teachings for which he
has become known, all organized around the
central theme of Love.
A guide to meditative breathing practices in
Western religions and how these practices
provide a direct experience of God • Reveals how
Western spiritual traditions, such as the Book of
Genesis, the Jewish teachings of ruach, and the
poetry of Rumi, contain hidden instruction for
meditative breathing practices • Explains how
breathing practices can bring all of us, including
Christians, Muslims, and Jews, closer to a direct
experience of the palpable presence of God •
Provides guidelines and best practices for
meditative breathing through a personal journal
of the author’s own meditative retreat Surprised
by the number of attendees from Western
spiritual traditions at his Buddhist retreats, Will
Johnson wanted to understand what drew them
to this type of spiritual experience. He found
many devoted Christians were in search of a
more direct experience of God beyond faith
alone, so he began exploring what breathing
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practices could be found in the sacred texts of
Western monotheistic religions. Johnson
discovered that, like their Eastern counterparts,
Western traditions speak of gaining direct access
to God via the breath. After experimenting with
these teachings during a 10-day retreat at a
desert monastery, he discovered that each of us
has the potential to open up to the presence of
spirit in every breath. In this book, the author
offers a close look at the importance of breath in
each major Western religion, including the Jewish
teachings of ruach as life-giving spirit in the form
of breath and the Islamic poetry of Rumi, which
describes breath as essential for cleansing the
soul. He then ties each breathing tradition to the
Book of Genesis, sacred to Christians, Muslims,
and Jews alike: “And the Lord God formed man of
the dust of the ground, and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life, and man became a
living being.” Just as God blew life into Adam,
every breath we take--if we follow the breathing
practice of surrendering completely to
inhalation--can open us up to the presence of
God. Through his own contemplative journey,
Johnson shares his experience of striving to
surrender to the fullest presence of God through
each breath. As he takes the reader step-by-step
through his own breathing practice, the author
explains his physical and mental techniques for
meditating successfully through breath and
provides helpful guidelines to get the most out
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of meditative retreats. Johnson also offers deep
reflections on how these shared practices of
experiencing God through the breath transcend
religious differences.
What place does meditation have in Christian
devotion? Is the same thing as the ?
First developed as a short manual for students in
a yearlong meditation course, Presence
Meditation offers a step-by-step program for
increasing self-awareness through simple but
revelatory exercises. The practice of presence
meditation involves becoming present to
whatever is going on and letting things be just
as they are. This awareness is characterized by
open attention and neutral observation, which
increases the capacity to observe without
judging, enables transformation without forcing,
and opens the way to a more immediate sense of
meaning and joy in life. Author Jens-Erik Risom
begins by describing the purpose of meditation
and the “four introductions” (rootedness,
attention to breathing, fullness of feeling, and
witness awareness), and then presents the
gradual steps for achieving presence, deepening
neutrality, opening to trust, sensing
spaciousness, and more. There are many books
about meditation on the market, from Western
authors like Eckhart Tolle to Tibetan Buddhist
teachers. But many people find it difficult to
translate the message of these books into an
actual experience of deepening awareness.
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Whether readers are seeking a spiritual practice,
a more serene approach to stressful situations,
improved concentration, or greater relaxation for
better health, this compact manual offers a
simple, undogmatic approach to meditation.
A Christian on the Mount
Experience the Presence of God in Your Life
Word into Silence
Deepening Your Experience of God
A Guide to Christian Meditation
Manifesting God
The Power of His Presence and Example
Now in paperback, revised and redesigned: This is
Thomas Merton's last book, in which he draws on
both Eastern and Western traditions to explore the
hot topic of contemplation/meditation in depth and
to show how we can practice true contemplation in
everyday life. Never before published except as a
series of articles (one per chapter) in an academic
journal, this book on contemplation was revised by
Merton shortly before his untimely death. The
material bridges Merton's early work on Catholic
monasticism, mysticism, and contemplation with his
later writing on Eastern, especially Buddhist,
traditions of meditation and spirituality. This book
thus provides a comprehensive understanding of
contemplation that draws on the best of Western and
Eastern traditions. Merton was still tinkering with
this book when he died; it was the book he struggled
with most during his career as a writer. But now the
Merton Legacy Trust and experts have determined
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that the book makes such a valuable contribution as
his major comprehensive presentation of
contemplation that they have allowed its publication.
In popular usage, "mysticism" typically refers to New
Age or Eastern forms of spirituality. However, the
mystical tradition is also an important component of
the Christian tradition. At its heart--and much like its
expression in other faith traditions--Christian
mysticism is an ancient practice that incorporates
meditation, contemplation, worship, philosophy, the
quest for personal enlightenment, and the
experience of Divine presence. This volume is a
comprehensive introduction and guide to Christian
mysticism. It is a big book about a big possibility:
the hope of achieving real, blissful, experiential
unison with God. Among the topics covered here are
a general introduction to mysticism, the Bible and
mysticism, the history and types of Christian
mysticism, biographical sketches of leading
Christian mystics, and practical instructions about
practicing mysticism today. This is a breathtaking
work that explores a form of spirituality that has
changed lives over the course of 2,000 years.
Learning about Christian mysticism and how it has
been articulated through the centuries will prove
inspirational for today's seekers, regardless of the
faith tradition. "The mystic is not a special kind of
person; every person is a special kind of mytic."
--William McNamara
The journal contains daily lessons and prompts to
help Christians cultivate a daily meditation practice
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and life-changing morning routine. You'll learn why
and how to meditate in daily easy steps that promote
mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being as well as
helping you to draw closer to God. If you've ever
wanted to learn to meditate easily and effortlessly,
you'll love The Christian Meditation Journal!
Walk His steps, pray His way, and move beyond
rituals to discover newe intimacy with Jesus. Henry
and Norman Blackaby’s thorough study of Jesus’
prayer life reveals astounding truths about God’s
intent for prayer. By the time you turn the last page
of this 2006 National Day of Prayer book, your old
notions will be replaced by the reality of Jesus’
example. You’ll experience the power of heaven and
earth being joined together as the King of all
creation lays His heart over yours. Your will
becomes aligned with His. Discover freedom from
methods and formulas, the beauty of a gentle stepby-step reformation process, and let God unfold His
mighty purposes for you. “in the days of His flesh,
when He had offered up prayers and supplications,
with vehement cries and tears… was heard because
of His godly fear.” Hebrews 5:7 The One who loved
you to His death continues to pursue you. He will
humbly lay His heart over yours. Heaven and earth
will agree. The supernatural will powerfully unfold.
And you will be changed forever.
The Practice of the Presence of God (??????)
Christianity Not as a Mystic Religion But as a New
Theory of Life
A 5-Minute Guided Journal for Christians
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In the Presence of Jesus
Meditations on Christ
Contemplative Prayer and the Healing Process
A Beginner's Guide to Christian Meditation takes
the reader on a journey, and explores various
techniques and spiritual exercises centered
around the Christian tradition. Containing both
guided practices and scriptural foundations, this
book provides understanding for the
methodological processes involved with
meditational practice. Such processes and
practices are life-changing for both the beginner
and the advanced practicioner. Take a
transformative dive into the heart of the Divine
and explore the life of the Spirit that lies deep
within.
The Practice of the Presence of God is a wonderful
text, compiled by Father Joseph de Beaufort, of
the teachings of Brother Lawrence (born Nicholas
Herman), a Carmelite Monk. The beautiful
compilation includes letters, as well as records of
his conversations kept by Brother Lawrence's
interlocutors.
Puritan writer Thomas Watson invites all believers
to explore the much passed-over and neglected
hidden gem and discipline of biblical meditation.
With godly wisdom and poetic passion, Watson
helps us understand what biblical meditation is
and why it is essential for Christians to learn it
well. He guides us very practically through the
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mechanics of meditation and outlines fifteen
topics with Scripture references to start us off
well on our journey. In this rare treasure of a
book, Watson is passionate about inviting us to
partake with him of the sweet discipline and
illuminating adventure of meditating upon God
Himself and His Word. This classic book is a must
read for any Christian longing for a deeper and
more vibrant relationship with Christ and a fresh
encounter with Scripture.
In the teachings of Jesus, there are prayers, and
then there is prayer-the silent, loving communion
with the divine, beyond words or ritual. With
Father Thomas Keating's book Open Mind, Open
Heart, hundreds of thousands discovered the
transformative power of Centering Prayer as a
form of Christian meditation. Now, with The Path
of Centering Prayer, Keating's senior student,
friend, and advisor David Frenette reveals the
profound depths of this practice, making it easier
for meditators to deepen their connection with
God.Beginning and experienced practitioners
alike will benefit from this fresh voice, at once
eloquent and clear, as they explore: The key
insights and principles of Centering Prayer Guided
instruction in the sacred word, sacred breath, and
sacred glance practices Gentleness and
openness: the way of letting go and letting be
Experiencing a deeper sense of God in meditation
and in everyday life Many other contemplative
practices and teachings founded upon the
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wisdom of Fathers Thomas Keating and Thomas
MertonHas your spiritual path grown routine or
unfulfilling, or is it at a crossroads for new
discovery? For all Christians who seek to move
closer into the presence of the divine, The Path of
Centering Prayer offers guidance in this
rewarding and time-honored meditation practice,
to help break through obstacles and illuminate
the way.
Buddhist Meditation for Christians
Essential Teachings on Love
God's Presence in the Present
Taking Jesus Seriously
Be Still and Listen
Jesus for the Rest of Us
On the Christian Attitude
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From one of
the world’s most influential spiritual
thinkers, a long-awaited book exploring
what it means that Jesus was called
“Christ,” and how this forgotten truth can
restore hope and meaning to our lives.
“Anyone who strives to put their faith
into action will find encouragement and
inspiration in the pages of this
book.”—Melinda Gates In his decades as a
globally recognized teacher, Richard Rohr
has helped millions realize what is at
stake in matters of faith and
spirituality. Yet Rohr has never written
on the most perennially talked about topic
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in Christianity: Jesus. Most know who
Jesus was, but who was Christ? Is the word
simply Jesus’s last name? Too often, Rohr
writes, our understandings have been
limited by culture, religious debate, and
the human tendency to put ourselves at the
center. Drawing on scripture, history, and
spiritual practice, Rohr articulates a
transformative view of Jesus Christ as a
portrait of God’s constant, unfolding work
in the world. “God loves things by
becoming them,” he writes, and Jesus’s
life was meant to declare that humanity
has never been separate from God—except by
its own negative choice. When we recover
this fundamental truth, faith becomes less
about proving Jesus was God, and more
about learning to recognize the Creator’s
presence all around us, and in everyone we
meet. Thought-provoking, practical, and
full of deep hope and vision, The
Universal Christ is a landmark book from
one of our most beloved spiritual writers,
and an invitation to contemplate how God
liberates and loves all that is.
Our prayers should go as deep as our
souls. Spiritual disciplines are simply
ways to open ourselves to God. They help
us become aware of the many ways God
speaks to us and provide us with ways to
respond to God. This book explores and
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explains how the historical disciplines
and perspectives of the Christian faith
can deepen both our walk with God and our
community with others In today's society
we ore often handicapped in our spiritual
growth by too narrow a horizon when it
comes to spiritual practices. Each
generation suffers a kind of collective
amnesia, forgetting the practices and
perspectives that nourished countless
followers of Christ in centuries past.
Rediscovering these skills is one way to
respond to our culture's--and our
own--deep spiritual hunger. While it is
seemingly preposterous for us to suppose
we can interact with the God of this
universe, Scripture repeatedly invites us
to do that very thing. Prayer is not a
minor idea tucked into the cracks of the
text; it is central, normative, and
expected. Why is it, then, that our
prayers are so often dry and difficult? In
Meditative Prayer, you'll discover those
ways of prayer that make use of your mind
and imagination, that address your needs
as well as strengthen your spirit. By
drawing from a number of different
sources--from Scripture, from wise men and
women who have gone before, and from one
another--this study guide will enable your
soul to drink deeply from the
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inexhaustible well of prayer. Though you
can use this guide for a personal journey
of prayer, it is ideally suited for
exploration with a small group of likeminded friends.
Mindfulness can help you live more
joyfully and wholeheartedly in the world
God created. The Mindful Christian
provides readers with an overview of
mindfulness practice through the lens of
faith, showing how the ancient healing
practice of mindfulness can help them live
more joyfully and wholeheartedly. For
Christians who are experiencing emotional
pain, spiritual lethargy, or feelings of
disconnection--or for Christians who are
simply curious about how mindfulness can
fit with their lives and their faith--this
book will help them learn about and engage
mindfulness practices in ways that leave
them more compassionate, joyful, content,
and at peace with themselves--and with
God. The book offers easy-to-do
mindfulness practices that will impact
daily activities and
relationships--empowering readers with the
benefits of mindfulness for their
emotional, spiritual, and relational
health within the Christian life.
The various crises we experience in
society and culture today, at their root,
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reveal a spiritual problem: a profound
lack of meaning. The mystical truths
revealed in scripture can surely help.
With Be Still and Listen it is possible to
explore the contemplative dimensions of
the Bible, either on your own or in a
group setting, as you perhaps never have
before. Part One, “Entering the Desert,”
introduces the reader to principles of
awareness, deep listening, and
contemplation as essential for “hearing”
what Scripture has to say. Part Two
details the importance of mystery and
struggle in the process of healing from
any past or present wounds. And Part Three
explores the “undivided heart” that is
possible when we come to know God in
silence and stillness. “Amos Smith’s
unique voice is rooted in his long-term
centering prayer practice and his
international background. Be Still and
Listen is a trumpet call to the inner
treasures of contemporary Christian
mysticism.” —RICHARD ROHR, author of
Falling Upward “In a lively, accessible,
and masterful style Amos Smith unveils the
mystical foundations of Christianity and
the spiritual wealth found in Scripture.”
— KYRIACOS MARKIDES, author of The
Mountain of Silence “Be Still and Listen
promises to be a refreshing companion to
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your spiritual journey, helping you to
deepen your capacity for presence of
being, assisting you to live in the here
and now, and guiding you along the
mystical path with Christ.” —PHILEENA
HEUERTZ, author of Pilgrimage of a Soul
“Amos Smith’s mystical writing builds
bridges between Eastern and Western
Christianity.” —ABBA YOHANNES, Ethiopian
Orthodox monk
Experiencing Prayer with Jesus
Transforming Your Thought Life
A 40-Day Guide to the Intimacy with God
You've Always Wanted
The Mindful Christian
The Universal Christ
Fully Alive
Simple Steps for Abundant Living
God's Presence in the Present: Contemplative Prayer and
the Healing Process explores the journey of transforming
our disconnected and discontent state of being to one that
is fully present and fully aware of the Presence of God. The
book leads readers through the process of leaning into our
discomfort, becoming aware of our thinking and the
Present Moment and opening ourselves up to the Presence
of God. Based on the author's own personal journey the
book provides insight into the spiritual practice of
Contemplative Prayer and Healing. This book offer readers
practical steps to help them on their path to healing, as
well as spiritual insights about how connecting to the
Presence of God can truly transform our way of thinking,
feeling and living. A Portion of the Proceeds from this book
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benefits The Community Growth Center and Hope House
Ministries
Richard J. Foster teaches readers how to use the classical
Christian techniques of meditation to enhance times of
prayer.
Minicourse appropriate for grades 9-12 During
adolescence many young people awaken to the richness of
the spiritual life. They find themselves drawn to not only
reflect on but actually experience a deeper relationship
with their God.Christian Meditation for Beginnersis
designed for such young seekers. Participants in this
course learn about the basic elements of meditation and
practice the skills of meditation. Aided by a 48-page
booklet included in the course material, the young people
do simple daily exercises. Then, when they gather for the
three group sessions, they expand their knowledge and
explore together the fruits of their daily meditations.
Focus on what matters most—and intentionally remove the
rest. Logically, we all know our purpose in life is not
wrapped up in accumulating possessions, wealth, power,
and prestige—Jesus is very clear about that—but society
tells us otherwise. Christian Minimalism attempts to cut
through our assumptions and society’s lies about what life
should look like and invites readers into a life that Jesus
calls us to live: one lived intentionally, free of physical,
spiritual, and emotional clutter. Written by a woman who
simplified her own life and practices these principles daily,
this book gives readers a fresh perspective on how to live
out God’s grace for us in new and exciting ways and live
out our faith in a way that is deeply satisfying.
Meditation and Communion with God
The Practice of Life Awareness
Contemplating Scripture in an Age of Distraction
The Big Book of Christian Mysticism
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Christian Meditation in Focus
Celebrating God's Presence
Breathing as Spiritual Practice

For forty years, James Finley’s Merton's Palace of Nowhere
has been the standard text for exploring, reflecting on, and
understanding the rich vein of Thomas Merton's thought.
Spiritual identity is the quest to know who we are, to find
meaning, to overcome that sense of “Is this all there is?”
Merton’s message cuts to the heart of this universal quest,
and Finley illuminates that message as no one else can. As a
young man of eighteen, Finley left home for an unlikely
destination: the Abbey of Gethsemani, where Thomas
Merton lived as a contemplative. Finley stayed at the
monastery for six maturing years and later wrote this
Merton’s Palace of Nowhere in order to share a taste of
what he had learned on his spiritual journey under the
guidance of one of the great religious figures of our time. At
the heart of the quest for spiritual identity are Merton's
illuminating insights—leading from an awareness of the false
and illusory self to a realization of the true self. Dog-eared,
tattered, underlined copies of this book are found on the
bookshelves of retreat centers, parish libraries, and the
homes of spiritual seekers everywhere. This anniversary
edition brings a classic to a new generation and includes a
new preface by Finley.
Recognized as a modern spiritual classic and perhaps
Dietrich von Hildebrand's greatest work, this sublime and
practical study gives a penetrating analysis of the true path to
holiness for those who love Christ. The first requisite is the
person's desire for change, and with that fundamental
attitude in mind, von Hildebrand devotes a chapter to each of
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the successive spiritual attitudes necessary for those who
strive for Christian perfection. The Beatitudes are treated
with beauty and depth in an uncompromising challenge to
every serious Christian to put into practice these teachings of
Christ.
The Kingdom of God Is Within You, is a non-fiction book
written by Leo Tolstoy. A philosophical treatise, the book was
first published in Germany in 1894 after being banned in his
home country of Russia. It is the culmination of thirty years
of Tolstoy's thinking, and lays out a new organization for
society based on a literal Christian interpretation.The
Kingdom of God is Within You is a key text for Tolstoyan,
nonviolent resistance, and Christian anarchist movements.
Jesus for the Rest of Us by John Selby is written for the
many millions of Americans who don’t find traditional or
right-wing Christian theologies fulfilling, but who want to
explore the direct meditative experience of Jesus' presence
and guidance in their lives. Despite an artificially-boosted
high profile, fundamentalist Christians actually make up less
than 7 percent of the American public. Meanwhile, a
growing number of people inside and outside the Church are
turning away from religious extremism and outmoded beliefs
– a full third of American adults now identify themselves as
"spiritual, but not religious." If you yourself have had your
curiosity about Jesus squashed by fundamentalist extremism,
or if you hesitate to pursue feelings of connectedness with
the presence of Jesus because you don't like dogmatic
beliefs, you're going to love Jesus for the Rest of Us. Former
minister John Selby offers a compassionate experiential
guide that will enable you to encounter Jesus' meditative
presence where all words stop . . . and true spiritual
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experience begins. From John Selby's extensive research
into the mechanics of meditation, as well as his lifelong work
as a therapist and spiritual counselor, he now teaches this
new meditation technique that actively nurtures the love and
guidance of Jesus' presence in our hearts. A landmark text,
Jesus for the Rest of Us will help you connect with the
contemplative and mystical qualities of Jesus' teachings that
have sustained deep spiritual experience in millions of hearts
from the time of Jesus to the present. John Selby offers a
remarkably simple yet powerful post-Christian meditation
process, focusing on Jesus' actual presence in our lives –
beyond all theology and dogma. The program, available
online as well at www.johnselby.com, will appeal to everyone
seeking to experience a more meaningful spiritual life
through their own direct connection with the divine.
A Beginner's Guide To Christian Meditation
The Contemplative Heart
The Christian Meditation Journal: Create a Transformative
Meditation Practice & Life-changing Morning Routine
The Inner Experience
Christian Minimalism
Christian Meditation
Teachings from the Book of Hebrews
In the teachings of Jesus, there are prayers,
and then there is prayer—the silent, loving
communion with the divine, beyond words or
ritual. With Father Thomas Keating’s book
Open Mind, Open Heart, hundreds of thousands
discovered the transformative power of
Centering Prayer as a form of Christian
meditation. Now, with The Path of Centering
Prayer, Keating’s senior student, friend, and
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advisor David Frenette reveals the profound
depths of this practice, making it easier for
meditators to deepen their connection with
God. Beginning and experienced practitioners
alike will benefit from this fresh voice, at
once eloquent and clear, as they explore: The
key insights and principles of Centering
Prayer Guided instruction in the sacred word,
sacred breath, and sacred glance practices
Gentleness and openness: the way of letting
go and letting be Experiencing a deeper sense
of God in meditation and in everyday life
Many other contemplative practices and
teachings founded upon the wisdom of Fathers
Thomas Keating and Thomas Merton Has your
spiritual path grown routine or unfulfilling,
or is it at a crossroads for new discovery?
For all Christians who seek to move closer
into the presence of the divine, The Path of
Centering Prayer offers guidance in this
rewarding and time-honored meditation
practice, to help break through obstacles and
illuminate the way. David Frenette is a
leader and senior teacher in the Centering
Prayer movement, and a friend and advisor of
Father Thomas Keating for 30 years. He cocreated and co-led a contemplative retreat
community for 10 years, has an MA in
transpersonal counseling psychology, and is
an adjunct faculty member of Naropa
University. He is a spiritual director at the
Center for Contemplative Living in Denver,
Colorado, as well as for clients worldwide.
Excerpt This book is a complete handbook to
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Christian contemplation and the practice of
centering prayer. A contemplative practice
like centering prayer opens you to
experiencing God. This book shows you how to
journey on the path of centering prayer, a
path leading to interior union with Christ
and increasing unity with all of life as it
is found emerging in God. Although designed
to show advanced practitioners how to deepen
their centering prayer practice, The Path of
Centering Prayer can also be used by
beginners looking to establish such a
practice. Christian Contemplative Practice
and Centering Prayer Similar in many ways to
meditation in other spiritual traditions,
centering prayer is a method of silent,
wordless prayer that comes out of the
Christian contemplative tradition. Different
contemplative practices have always existed
in Christianity. Practices like the Jesus
Prayer in the Orthodox Christian tradition,
lectio divia—the “divine reading” of
scripture—in the Roman Catholic tradition,
and the silent worship of some Quaker and
Protestant churches—have provided means for
experiencing the contemplative dimension of
the Gospel. The practice of centering prayer
is primarily based on the teaching of a
classic spiritual text from the fourteenth
century, The Cloud of Unknowing. These and
every specific form of Christian
contemplative practice are rooted in the
teachings of Jesus and his resurrected
presence as the Christ. While rooted in
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Christ’s eternal presence and Jesus’
historical teachings, each of these forms of
Christian contemplative prayer practice, like
centering prayer, arose and were developed
within the cultural conditions of the time.
In Taking Jesus Seriously, the words of Jesus
become clearer when matched with the
practices and insights of Buddhist
meditation. This book presents a Christian
way to implement the words of Jesus by
looking inside to see what stands between the
reader and God?s kingdom. Cowan connects
everyday examples and Jesus? words to the
method of Buddhist vipassana or insight
meditation by offering instruction,
perception, and guidance. With practice,
readers can begin to notice what is actual,
leave anxiety to the Father, accept pain, and
see the world as a child would. This book is
designed to be read over twelve weeks while
practicing 20?30 minutes of daily
meditations. Each chapter includes questions
and answers. Chapters in Prelude are ?The
Reign of God, Escaping Delusion,? ?The
Practice: Observing Delusion and Reality,?
?Replacing Delusions with Material Reality,?
and ?Escaping the Delusion that We Are Our
Feelings and Thoughts.? Chapters in First
Interlude: What Am I Doing Here? are ?The
Delusion that Happiness Results from
Fulfilling Desires,? ?Distinguishing the
Reality of Pain from the Delusion of
Suffering,? ?The Delusion of Permanence,? and
?The Delusion of Person.? Chapters in Second
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Interlude: The Delusion of Two are ?Empty of
Delusion,? and ??Now? as Reality, ?Past? and
?Future? as Delusion.? The chapter in Third
Interlude: Intention, is ?Evolution and the
Reign of God.? Also includes Postlude on the
Christian Life, My Book Shelf, and an index.
?Cowan?s work contributes a perspective of
radical Christianity to the growing number of
books dealing with the interaction of
Buddhism and Christianity. . . . This book
could help some Christians get beyond
preconceptions about Buddhism and Jesus.?
Publishers Weekly?Thank you for Taking Jesus
Seriously. Its practical teaching on
meditation is superb. It reminded me of a lot
that I had forgotten, and helped me
understand some things I'd never understood,
and taught me a good deal I never knew.? The
Reverend Paul Bayes National Mission &
Evangelism Adviser, Archbishops' Council,
England?In this world of attractions and
delusions, we are blessed when someone finds
a way to help us to see ourselves clearly, to
learn to be content with who we are, and to
be open to new perceptions. Here is the Jesus
who encountered life in all its fullness and
welcomes us in. John Cowan, with his years of
experience in both Eastern and Western forms
of meditation, offers a guide for the
traveler and a bridge between traditions.?
Rt. Rev. James Jelinek Bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Minnesota
The hallmarks of contemplative
spirituality—solitude, silence, and
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stillness—have never been more important for
our fast-paced society. Filled with insights
and wisdom from personal experiences,
Phileena Heuertz introduces us to themes and
teachers of contemplative spirituality, as
well as several prayer practices, and invites
us to greater healing and wholeness by
learning to practice faith through prayer.
A few minutes of prayer and meditation--a
deeper connection with God Prayer and
meditation go hand in hand. Even a few
moments in stillness can help us better
embody Jesus's likeness. Open your mind and
heart to Him with Meditations on Christ, a
meditation journal with 27 meditations to
deepen your faith. The thoughtful prompts and
blank writing pages of this meditation
journal make it easy to absorb and reflect on
Biblical truths--while gaining the stressrelieving benefits of meditation. Discover
how to integrate meditation practices into
your modern Christian life. Explore a wide
variety of meditations, paired with
scriptural passages and prayers that you can
make your own. The open-ended topics in this
meditation journal can apply to your own
experiences at work, at home, or at church.
Inside this guided meditation journal, you'll
find: Meditate and reflect--Each meditation
includes a Biblical verse, a unique prayer
and meditation practice, and two journal
prompts. Guided by Scripture--Choose from
meditations on joy, patience, faithfulness,
and other qualities the Bible calls the
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"Fruit of the Spirit." Space for the
Spirit--The beautifully illustrated format of
this meditation journal includes room for you
to write as you reflect on each prompt. Find
God's guidance, clarity, and peace every day
with Meditations on Christ--a guided
meditation journal for your Christian faith.
Presence Meditation
Richard Rohr
Entering God's Presence
Transformation in Christ
An Introduction to Christian Meditation
Meditative Prayer
Merton's Palace of Nowhere
"True and absolute freedom is only found in the presence of
God."--A.W. Tozer Deep in the soul of every person on earth is a
longing for the presence of God. But how do we get there?
Experiencing the Presence of God is a never-before-published
collection of teachings from A.W. Tozer on the book of Hebrews
that shows us the way. Tozer, the renowned pastor and theologian,
challenges our status quo, invites us to explore a fresh
understanding of what it means to dwell in God's presence, and
leads us to experience the divine fulfillment for which we were
created! As Tozer says, "We should come to church not anticipating
entertainment but expecting the high and holy manifestation of
God's presence. . . . Worship is not some performance we do, but a
presence we experience." Come alongside Tozer and enter into
God's presence right now.
Enter a Monastery Without Walls Christian Meditation introduces
an ancient practice to a contemporary audience. James Finley, a
former monk and student of Thomas Merton, presents the
fundamentals of both understanding and practicing Christian
meditation. He provides simple, helpful instructions, as well as
explaining the deeper connection with the divine that meditation
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can bring. Above all, he makes clear that the aim of meditation is to
allow us to experience divine contemplation -- the presence of God.
An introduction to the practice of Christian meditation, this book
offers a twelve step programme in learning meditative prayer.
Reflections on different aspects of prayer.
A Manual for Christian Meditation
Cultivating a Life of Intentionality, Openness, and Faith
"The Kingdom of God is Within You"
How a Forgotten Reality Can Change Everything We See, Hope
For, and Believe
The Essential Guide to Contemplative Spirituality
Experiencing the Presence of God
Journeying Into the Heart of the Divine

ÊWhen it comes to meditation the decisive question,
according to Hans Urs von Balthasar, is whether
God has spoken or "whether the Absolute remains
the Silence beyond all words". Christianity claims
God has spoken, and spoken fully, in his Son, the
Word made flesh. While God remains mysterious, he
is not utterly unknown or unknowable. Von
Balthasar insists through Christian meditation we
enter with mind and heart into God's self-disclosure.
In Jesus, God reveals his own inner depths to us. At
the same time, because Jesus is God-made-man, he
also reveals our inner depths to ourselves.Ê
Christian MeditationÊis at once a book about what
meditation is, in light of God's revelation, and a book
that assists believers toÊmeditate. In a treatment
that is both fresh and profound, von Balthasar
describes the central elements of all Christian
meditation, provides Page
a guide
for meditation and
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then points the way to the union that prayer
achieves in the footsteps of Mary, within the Church
and in and for the world.Ê "Christian meditation is
entirely trinitarian and at the same time entirely
human. In order to find God, no one need reject
being human personally or socially, but in order to
find God all must see the world and themselves in
the Holy Spirit as they are in God's sight."Ê - Hans
Urs von Balthasar
A 40-day journey to calm your restless, anxious
thoughts and listen for the voice of Jesus. In the
stress, noise, and activity of modern life, there is a
way of finding inner peace and contentment. In the
Presence of Jesus will help you learn to quiet your
mind and focus your attention on the grace and love
that is only available in God's presence. Deeply
faithful to Scripture and infused with the truth of
Christ's unwavering love on every page, In the
Presence of Jesus is an easy-to-understand, step-bystep, daily guide that will empower you to transfer
the truth of His everlasting love for you from your
head to your heart. This 40-day journey will help
you focus on the character of Jesus and open your
spirit to His presence in your life. Every day, you'll
experience: an invocation welcoming Christ's
presence into your devotional time a personal note
as if it were written by Jesus to you, drawn carefully
from Scripture and opening your heart to the grace
of Christ Bible verses to meditate on daily prayers,
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reflection activities, and blessings to help you focus
on Christ's presence with you throughout your day.
Awaken moment by moment to the presence of a
loving God--and find peace for your mind and soul.
John Jefferson Davis summons the resources of
traditional biblical meditation for a culture lost in
the cloud. He establishes the trinitarian view of
God's real presence in Scripture and then ushers
readers through three successive stages of
meditation--consummating in a method for deep
assimilation of the Christian worldview.
With profound, practical insights, Finley, the author
of "Merton's Palace of Nowhere, " offers readers a
guide for a contemplative life.
Mindful Silence
Essence of Prayer
The Path of Centering Prayer
Notes on Contemplation
The Heart of Christian Contemplation
Christian Meditation for Beginners
Manifesting God is about the principles of contemplative
prayer--the retreat into the inner room mentioned by
Jesus in Matthew 6:6, where the individual is able to meet
God. In the inner room, the silent space in which God
unloads the burdens and false selves that govern our
individuality and our daily lives, God acts as a divine
therapist, healing us and forcing us to recognize how
many barriers we put up between ourselves and an
authentic relationship with God. The process whereby
this happens is the foundation of centering prayer--a
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technique of prayer that Keating and other contemporary
mystics have revived out of the ancient mystical
traditions of the Desert Fathers and the medieval
mystics. Abbot Keating explores in this book what it
means to enter the inner room and the transformation
that takes place there. It explains the guidelines of
centering prayer and offers advice on how to develop the
relationship more deeply.
Your Mind Is Under Attack. Thousands of thoughts fly
through our minds every day, many of them negative.
And Satan knows how susceptible we are to these
negative thoughts that leave us frustrated and feeling
defeated. However, the time-honored practice of
Christian meditation can help us find victory in these
spiritual battles. Transforming Your Thought Life offers
guided meditations and personal examples that will help
you train your mind to stay grounded in God’s Word.
Each chapter examines a particular kind of negative
thought pattern and provides key Bible verses and
prayers for standing strong against it. Day by day, as you
hide God’s Word in your heart and mind, you will move
closer to the heart and mind of God.
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